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61. Gaggenau’s Wine Climate Cabinets preserve, protect and – if glass doors 
are selected – present a wine collection. A choice of fi ve glare-free lighting 
scenarios can be chosen using the TFT touch display, which also controls up 
to three independent climate zones. The stainless steel interior includes fully 
extendable oak and anthracite aluminum bottle trays. Further safeguards are 
provided by the cabinets’ low vibration, humidity regulation and activated 
charcoal air fi lter.
Circle No. 296 on Product Card

62. Tru Marmi by Arizona Tile is a rectifi ed glazed porcelain, crafted to simu-
late the appearance of natural stone marble. Unlike marble, however, Tru Marmi 
requires little maintenance and is more durable than its natural stone muse, the 
company reports. It is o� ered in fi ve color variations and four sizes, including 
two available trim sizes. It is also o� ered in polished and matte fi nishes.
Circle No. 297 on Product Card

63. TOTO’s new Kiwami Asymmetrical Vessel Lavatory celebrates the sculp-
tural look of nature’s elliptical shapes. Along the thinnest part of the lavatory’s 
frame, the LINEARCERAM is approximately half the thickness of a convention-
al basin wall, yet the material has almost twice the tensile strength of fi reclay, 
the company reports. The vessel also incorporates CEFIONTECT glaze, a 
proprietary technology for preventing debris from sticking to surfaces.
Circle No. 298 on Product Card

64. Inspired by an archival furniture hardware design, Sandrine from Belwith-
Keeler is a modern interpretation of rustic hardware. Originally produced in the 
1950s for a major furniture company, Sandrine was chosen by KBIS 2019 attendees 
to be released from the Belwith-Keeler Living Library as a revival of a legacy piece.
Circle No. 299 on Product Card

65. With its introduction of Full Body Veining Technology, Neolith by TheSize 
Surfaces is delivering the look of natural stone in its sintered stone product, 
notes the fi rm. Specially created for thicker slabs, the new technology will be 
incorporated into the company’s color range, with the intention of launching 
new Neolith Full Body Veining collections in the future.
Circle No. 300 on Product Card

66. Ruvati’s new Terraza Collection of modern farmhouse kitchen sinks 
includes metallic tones that break from traditional stainless. Using a nano-PVD 
fi nish, the stainless steel sink is overlaid with a colored fi nish in a Brass Tone 
Matte Gold fi nish, a Copper Tone Matte Bronze and a Matte Black Gunmetal. 
The sinks showcase a farmhouse style with a generous curved apron front, and 
are available in three sizes – 30", 33" and 36".
Circle No. 301 on Product Card

67. With its classic drum shades and geometric overlay, the Birkleigh family 
of lighting by Kichler Lighting delivers a warm yet modern appeal. The four- 
and one-light pendants, part of the company’s Soft Contemporary o� ering, are 
available in three fi nishes: classic gold, black and satin nickel.
Circle No. 302 on Product Card

68. Designers can add geometric e� ects to fl oors and walls with Allora, an 
Italian-made matte porcelain tile available from Bedrosians Tile & Stone. Allo-
ra comes in three shapes: Rectangle, Rhomboid and Hexagon, in neutral colors 
of White, Gray and Black. The hexagon shapes also come in three deco options 
in Fiore (fl oral pattern), Stella (star pattern) and Telaio (hexagon pattern).
Circle No. 303 on Product Card

69. The Radiance Heated Night Light Seat from Bemis is adjustable, with 
three temperature settings and a “built-in” night light feature. Precision Seat Fit 
provides front-to-back adjustability for bowl fi t, while the WhisperClose feature 
slowly and quietly closes the lid. The seat is available in White and Bone.
Circle No. 304 on Product Card

70. With a look fi t for an industrial kitchen, but the reach and fl exibility re-
quired for residential use, the Paterson spring kitchen faucet from Moen combines 
everyday industrial components – such as metal wands, bolt-inspired accents 
and a secondary optional spoke-and-wheel handle – into one distinctive style.
Circle No. 305 on Product Card
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